Inside RUTTER: the dark side of an ERC project

Supervisor: Silvana Munzi

Context: ERC grants are among the most prestigious grants in the European academic panorama. Although the results of ERC funded research are widely spread through publications and dissemination activities, the daily tasks of researchers and the processes leading to successful investigation are almost overlooked. Here, we want to provide an insight of the internal functioning of the project, documenting through words and images the least known aspects of a project development.
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Area of expertise; knowledge/skills requested to develop the work: Science communication, Journalism, Social science, Arts and similar. Applicants should have expertise in one or more areas among writing, photographing, filming, drawing or digital arts. Good mood, imagination, initiative and fluent English (speaking and writing) are required.

Tasks of the intern: To participate in/follow the activities developed by the different members of the project (Principal Investigator, Researchers, Interns, Project Manager and other collaborators) to document the daily life of the project through texts/images/videos/illustrations/other.

Expected output: A representation (essay, articles, video documentary, photo collection, digital product etc.) suitable for dissemination among researchers and general public depicting the different steps and activities of the ERC project RUTTER. High visibility guaranteed.

Duration of the work: 1-3 months.